Restaurant Solaire « Le Présage »
The Stove

A new tool for a delightfull cooking

This central stove allows the cook to prepare several dishes at a time as well as move the pan across the hot plate to get the right temperature for a recipe.
The secondary mirror
The secondary mirror

The secondary mirror is made of aluminium foil.

The definitive mirror will be made out of a single sheet of metal that will be chromed.

The mirror fitted into the stove
Testing phase 1
The setup

Outdoor popup restaurant with a 25 seats capacity (11 seats on the counter)
Performances

- 450°C after a 35 minutes warmup
- Up to 25 guests
- Capacity of cooking several recipes at the same time
- A delightful cuisine
Testing phase 2
The setup

Outdoor popup restaurant with a 25 seats capacity (9 seats on the counter)
Merci!

http://restaurantlepresage.fr

contact@restaurantlepresage.fr